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[P.1]

SURVEY RESULTS: One Shared House 2030 http://onesharedhouse2030.com/
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SURVEY RESULTS: Personal mapping of UTILIZED TRANSITS done in autumn 2017. Interviews were conducted on bus rides.  
Graph shows how the social space varies over time.

STORYLINE OF THE MODERN NOMAD: Quotes from personal survey mapping for UTILIZED TRANSITS Autumn 2017. 
STATISTICS: Numbers from Statistiska Centralbyrån http://www.scb.se/
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SURVEY RESULTS: Trendrapporten 2017 by Svensk Fastighetsbyrå http://svenskfast.se/
CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM: The spatial needs  of protagonists over time
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Peoples innovative capability is what should be celebrated

The fluid, ‘immer’ altering, 
transformative and temporary state can never be successfully combined with statics and permanents. 

A world where the object adapts to its subjects, plurally, not the 
contrary.

A fully fluid infrastructure, down to the singular unit.

social and ecological, but also understand that volatility is the biggest threat to the users most important aspects in life,

a realization of hyper-individualism.12

FLUID BUILT suggests the realization of a constant never-ending, highly momentary sequence of events, hyper-celebrating the individual by 
gifting it with a common and concluding itself through its extensive lifespan, its survival - its’ story.

FLUID BUILT [MANIFESTO]

Where objects adapts plurally to its subjects
Pointing at the ‘greatest’ architecture of our time they say, “look what wonder! What perfection!” Followed by a celebration of the architect at hand as God, the single relevant 
actor, the ultimate omni-present designer. This is the vision spread among architectural schoolers today. What delusion, I say! What a theatrical play it is for this young and 
eager audience. Architects where never gods, nor where they ever in the position of any greater power. Hence the portraying of an omni-influential architect is nothing but an 
over-romanticized story, lingering in the hearts of those story-telling. Architecture, as we know it has never truly been successful nor has its’ solitary performance ever stepped 
beyond the horizon of any dystopia. On the other hand, human beings have. People have! People have been successful in adapting to their environment through the length of 
our entire history as a species. Even in the harshest conditions people will find a way to inhabit an environment. Look at the communities living in the arctic1, the civilizations in 
the desert2, the collectives in the Himalayas3, New Yorkers struggle to adapt to Wrights Guggenheim museum4, residents struggling to adapt to the design of Mies5, or citizens 
struggling to survive the designs of Gehry and Hadid6. No matter how tough the condition, people will find a way.

when talking about architecture. When analyzing architecture, it becomes clear that architecture is far to perma-
nent, to static. It is time architecture responded to its user and its context. Time. Le Corbusier answered this by creating a system wherein the user could inhabit freely7, as did 
Mies8. But fighting the ever-changing fluidity of our reality with static and illusionary permanent solutions is an exhausting attempt of reassurance. 

This will only restrict its quality.

Let us now, cut the shackles of the people and grant them the opportunity to live and be empowered by their environment. Let us give people a true experience of democrat-
ic freedom. Let us give people the possibility to adapt their reality and create whatever world their needs requests. Let us not push the individual into a world of subjective 
acclimatization, but into a world of objective adaptation for the benefit of enhanced, utilized life-experiences. 

“To cosmopolitans: Harmony and integration are foreign subjects… skilled at living in time, at home with change”9

               - Richard Sennet

1) Let us display criticality towards all previous architecture. Architectural greatness lies in its capability to sustain the livelihood of its user. Let us design an architecture that 
alters and adapts to its user completely. 
2) Let us introduce a new system of measurement - Cost over time. Most efficient and the least volatile wins. For it is here people will sustain. Let us consider all the costs, not 
only the economical, but also the  security and social 
network.10
3) Let us surround the question of how to distance architecture from defined design as well as its author and instead focus on how to give the design-choices to the people, 
directly.11 Architecture, should empower the people, the public, with an autonomous control of its reality,  An objective system considering 
every individual need and composing them for the collective good.

“The tradition of all the dead generations weighs like a nightmare on the brain of the living”13

                - Karl Marx
   
…As it does to all cosmopolitans. 
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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM (MODEL PHOTO A): Initial stage. First modular structures are placed.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM (MODEL PHOTO B): Established stage. Housing volumes occupy 
the voids within the structural system.  

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM (MODEL PHOTO C): Pro-longed stage. Spatial needs vairy over 
time. The building responds to its user and grows or is de-constructed accordingly. 
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ORPHANAGE, 1960
Ludwig van Eyck
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Reference of a cosmopolitan design while 
using a grided system. See variations and 
composition of spaces, dormrooms (pri-
vate, red), circulations (yellow), shared 
spaces (social, blue).

ReActor, 2016
Ward Shelley & Alex Schweder
New York, USA

Inspiration of a space wherein the in-
dividual i directly influencing the other, 
simultaneously to the other influencing 
the spatial conditions of the individual. An 
interplay between the private and public. 

NAKAGIN CAPSULE TOWER, 1972
Kisho Kurokawa
Tokyo, Japan

Reference for the metabolic under-
standing during a projects lifespan. See 
also the modulare units and it’s coms-
politan click on quality. 

Fun Palace, 1964 (Theoretical)
Cedric Price

Reference of the technological, ‘living’ 
building, that adapts and reacts to its 
user.  Hyper-individualism under a com-
mon roof, shared by the collective. 

NDSM  WERF AMSTERDAM, 1980
Artists, Nomads, Craftsmen
Amsterdam, Netherlands

Reference of the metabolic transforma-
tion of a project. See the criticallity of 
having a fixed ‘fixed’ grid that can’t be 
altered, hence restricting its’ survival. 

Lådan, 1942
Ralph Erskine
Stockholm, Sweden

Reference of climate design, specifically 
looking at the systems of insulation in 
relation to the cardinal directions, while 
using conventional and locally produced 
materials.

SANTORINI 
Santorini, Greece

Reference of topography, circulation 
and housing relations within a citiness. 

Convention Hall, 1954 (Theoretical)
Mies van der Rohe 
Chicago, Illinois

Reference of architectural language on 
the climate shell. Form, use of structural 
systems, as well as the plint as a public 
surface.
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SECTION BB WITH PERSPECTIVE VIEW: Illustrating the relationships between spaces with-
in its surrounding context, while displaying the performative aspect of the project. 

Scale: 1:100

AXONOMETRIC: Proposal in axonometric 
Scale: 1:200 

           FRAME WORK

          NORTH FACADE

          NORTH-EAST ENTRANCE

          HOUSING UNIT

          GRIDED GROUND SURFACE

          PILLAR LIFT 

 NORTH-WEST ENTRANCE
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ILLUSTRATION: Family constillations over time. When users need more space for bigger, unit can 
be added on and connected if swapping their residence with an other is not possible. 

ILLUSTRATION: URBAN SITES OCCUPIED BY THE MODULAR SYSTEM 

PERSPECTIVE: Photograph of 1:50 model capturing the internal street, the 
primary social space. 

PHOTO COLLAGE: Photographs of 1:50 model of housing unit illustrating the self-construc-
tion of a piece. 

PLAN / ELEVATION: Plan and elevation of the private housing unit.
Scale: 1:125
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CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM: Proposed reduction of capital volatility and in its continuation sta-
bilizing the market creating a sustainable secure urban space for the individual and common.

CONCEPTUAL DIAGRAM: Amount of residencies within the project illustrated over time. A 
fluctuant and always altering sequence of combinations.
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ILLUSTRATION: 3 scenarios in plan of unit constillations, in respons to the residence needs.  
Scale: 1:600 

PLAN & ELEVATIONS
FULL PROPOSAL (AA), ELEVATION NORTH FACADE C1, 
ELEVATION SOUTH FACADE C2, ELEVATION WEST FACADE C3
Scale: 1:300  

PHOTO C
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